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let ring let ring
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poco a poco cresc.     .     .     .     .     .   
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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Breathe as needed, attempt to make rearticulations imperceptible
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
coinciding less and less with the beat, accel. and rit. ad lib. within each figure
entrance point of new figures 
are approximately notated
6 6
repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
coinciding less and less with the beat, accel. and rit. ad lib. within each figure
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
coinciding less and less with the beat, accel. and rit. ad lib. within each figure
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
coinciding less and less with the beat, accel. and rit. ad lib. within each figure
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repeat figure throughout, reptitions should become more and more rhythmically free, 
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begin to slow figures down, leaving larger 
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